
MALE PIT BULL TERRIER

GILBERT, AZ, 85298

 

Phone: None 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Meet Wyatt!\n\nWyatt is available as part of our Foster-To-

Adopt* program.\n\nHi my name is Wyatt - don’t be fooled 

by my pictures they don’t do my weight justice, I am 37lbs 

and 3 years old. I love being with my brother Otto and 

snuggling with him on the couch. I love going on walks 

outside as long as I don’t see a bike or skateboard. I love 

my toys and bones. I hide all my bones in my crate under 

my blanket!\n\nCuddling on the couch and getting belly 

rubs is my favorite thing, especially when my brother is 

next to me too. Ice cubes are my favorite treat and toy. My 

brother and I were supposed to be E Lister dogs last month 

until someone believed in us. We are looking for separate 

homes so we can build more confidence and independence!

\n\nFeel a Love Connection? Complete our adoption 

questionnaire!\n\nThe adoption fee includes the spay/

neuter (including cone and pain meds), 2 rounds of the 5 

in 1 shot (Parvo/distemper), Bordetella  (kennel cough), 

deworming, microchip, registration of the chip, registration 

to the county, fecal and snap test. If you’re interested in 

starting the adoption process please fill out our 

questionnaire with your best contact number and 

somebody will reach out shortly. We will need to meet 

everybody in the family including pets. We will also need a 

video of the backyard showing all exits. Adoptions are only 

in east valley and surrounding areas of Arizona.\n\n*Our 

Foster-to-Adopt program (or FTA) is a minimum two week 

period where the dog youre interested in will live with you 

and your family before the adoption is finalized. After the 

two week period, the adoption paperwork will be filed and 

adoption fee collected. \n\nFTA is fostering with intent to 

adopt. Looking to help out but not sure youre ready to 

adopt? Were always looking for fosters! Please message us 

on Facebook (@loveconnectiondogrescue) if youre 

interested in becoming a LCDR foster!
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